
Marine Themed 
Arts and Crafts! 
Age Group: Junior and Senior Primary

Draw Along Jellyfish

What material do you need:

• Paper 

• A pencil (pencil sharpener) 

• Colour’s: coloured pencils, markers, crayons 

or paints.

• If  using paint, you will need brushes, water 

and newspaper (to stop the mess)

What do you do then?

• Simple draw along with the pictures below

• Remember to use the full page



To start we draw a 

semi-circle shape 

like this one

Next we add a wavy line 

linking both sides, with 

at least 5 loops

Now on the top left add 

1 long and 1 short 

bobble, so you know 

the body as  jelly

Now we can add some more 

details from the centre of  

each loop draw a curved line 

towards the top with a small 

circle at the bottom of  each 

line.

Now for the Armsto add 

a long wave line that 

joins the body



If  you want / need more instruction you can Draw along with Rob in a handy 

tutorial video:

Like before we add a 

second Arm with a 

wave line

Now we can add some 

stingers, but not as 

long, and much 

narrower  than the 

main Arms.

To add more detail and 

danger, you can add zig 

zag line at the end of  the 

stinger

To add more detail to the 

arms add a few curved 

line to a few of  the 

bends, 3 curved  lines 

getting smaller as they 

go.
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Enjoy colouring in your pictures !!

Share your Drawings 

with us online 

use #marineweek21

tag @greenschoolsire 

to be in with a chance to win prizes

Any pictures tagged may be uploaded to Green-Schools social media, 

including YouTube for the purposes of  promoting Marine Week and for 

ongoing promotion of  the GS programme.

Thank you 

for Drawing Along 

with 

Green Schools

www.greenschoolsireland.org


